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Abstract 11 

Low-iron ultra-clear float glass (LIFG) has been widely used in landmark and large-scale 12 

buildings in recent years due to its aesthetic characteristics. A better understanding of the dynamic 13 

mechanical properties of LIFG is essential for the blast resistance analysis and design of glass facades. 14 

This paper presents a series of quasi-static tests and dynamic tests (using Split-Hopkinson-Pressure-15 

Bar) to study the dynamic compressive and tensile behavior of LIFG. Strain rate effect has been 16 

investigated on compressive strength in the range of 10-5 s-1 to 103 s-1 and splitting tensile strength in 17 

the range of 10-5 s-1 to 40 s-1. During the tests, an ultra-high-speed camera was employed to capture 18 

the crack initiation and propagation. The test results show that both the dynamic compressive and 19 

tensile strengths of LIFG are strain-rate dependent, nevertheless the dynamic tensile strength is more 20 

sensitive to strain rate than the compressive strength. The strain rate effect is insignificant on the 21 

Young’s modulus of LIFG. In addition, the upper limits of strain rate are identified for dynamic 22 



 

 

compression and splitting tension of glass through SHPB facilities based on a conceptual analysis. For 23 

LIFG specimens with the length of 8 mm (for compression) or the diameter of 20 mm (for splitting 24 

tension), the upper limit of strain rate is about 2500 s-1 for compression and about 40 s-1 for splitting 25 

tension. Increasing or reducing the specimen dimension will correspondingly decrease or increase the 26 

upper strain rate limits. 27 

 28 

Keywords: Low-iron float glass (LIFG), strain rate, Split-Hopkinson-Pressure-Bar (SHPB), dynamic 29 

mechanical property, dynamic increase factor (DIF) 30 

 31 

1. Introduction 32 

Glass, a non-crystalline amorphous solid, has been widely used for facades of modern buildings 33 

as it is transparent and can provide outstanding aesthetical effect. However, due to glass’s brittle nature, 34 

glass facade may fracture into high-speed shards in impact or blast loading and cause serious injuries. 35 

For example, in the event of 1995’s Murrah Federal Building Car Bombing in Oklahoma USA, over 36 

40% injuries were related to high-speed flying glass shards [1]. This event and several other bombing 37 

attacks have shown that high-speed flying glass fragment is one of the key factors responsible for 38 

human casualties in bombing attacks. Therefore, it is of great importance to investigate the dynamic 39 

response and blast resistance of glass facade. Establishing the dynamic properties of glass, which is 40 

the focus of this paper, provides the basis for researches in this topic. 41 

The properties of glass are mainly affected by the chemical components and manufacture 42 

techniques. Silica (SiO2) is a common fundamental constituent of glass. According to its ingredients, 43 

silicate glasses can be classified as fused silica, soda-lime-silica glass, borosilicate glass, 44 



 

 

aluminosilicate glass and so on. Float glass, mostly made of soda-lime-silica glass, is a sheet 45 

of glass panel produced by floating molten glass on a bed of molten metal, typically tin. Low-iron float 46 

glass (LIFG), also named as ultra-white glass or ultra-clear float glass, is a type of high-clarity glass 47 

made from low-iron silica sand, in which the ferric oxide content can be as low as 0.01% or one tenth 48 

of that in soda-lime-silica glass. The chemical compositions of the glass used in this study are listed in 49 

Table 1 in comparison with those reported in other studies in the open literatures. It can be observed 50 

that the proportion of iron in LIFG is significantly lower than other types of glass. This low level of 51 

iron leads to less absorption of green and purplish red bands in visible light and results in better 52 

consistency of glass color, higher light-transmittance and better transparency. Therefore, LIFG has 53 

been a favorable choice by architects, especially for landmark buildings, such as the Louvre Pyramid 54 

(France), Shanghai Tower (China), Burj Khalifa Tower (Dubai) and so on. 55 

 56 

Table 1 Chemical compositions of different types of silicate glass 57 

Source Test material Percentage of chemical composition (%)  

Holmquist et 

al. [2] 

Annealed float 

glass 

SO2 Na2O CaO MgO Al2O3 K2O Fe2O3  

73.7 10.6 9.4 3.1 1.8 1.1 0.2  

Nie et al. [3] Borosilicate glass 
SO2 Na2O B2O3 Al2O3     

80.5 3.5 12.7 2.5     

Li et al. [4, 5] 
Annealed float 

glass 

SO2 Na2O CaO Al2O3 K2O Others   

72.5 13.0 9.3 1.5 0.3 3.4   

Peroni et al. [6] 
Low-iron float 

glass 

SO2 Na2O CaO MgO Al2O3 K2O Fe2O3  

72.7 13 8.8 4.3 0.6 0.4 0.02  

Zhang et al. [7, 

8] 

Annealed float 

glass 

SO2 Na2CO3 Cullet 
CaMg 

(CO3)2 
CaCO3 Others   

51 16 15 13 4 1   

Daryadel et al. 
[9] 

Fused silica 
SO2 Others       

>99 <1       

Soda-lime 
SO2 Na2O CaO Al2O3 Fe2O3 Others   

72 14.2 10 0.6 0.1 2.5   

Borosilicate 
SO2 Na2O Al2O3 B2O3 Others    

81 4.5 2 12 0.5    

Starphire 
SO2 Na2O CaO Others     

73 14 10 3     

Sheikh et al. SO2 CaO Al2O3 B2O3 MgO BaO   



 

 

[10-12] Aluminosilicate 

glass 
57 10 16 4 7 6   

Meyland et 

al.[13]  

Annealed float 

glass 

SO2 CaO Na2O MgO Al2O3 Others   

74 8.5 12.8 4.0 0.5 0.2   

Current study 
Low-iron ultra-

clear glass 

SO2 Na2O CaO MgO Al2O3 K2O Fe2O3 SO3 

72.2 14.3 6.4 4.3 1.2 1.2 0.03 0.30 

Note: The chemical compositions of the glass used in this study were provided by the manufacturer. 58 

 59 

The static mechanical properties of glass have been intensively studied, mainly through four-point 60 

bending test or coaxial double ring (CDR) test [14-16]. It is understood that the fracture of glass is 61 

probabilistic due to the existence of micro-cracks and defects, and its fracture strength can be generally 62 

characterized by Weibull distributions [15-17]. The dynamic mechanical properties of glass are of great 63 

interest when glass is exposed to impulsive loading such as impact and blast loading. To investigate 64 

the mechanical properties of different types of silicate glass under dynamic loadings, quite a few 65 

dynamic compression and splitting tensile tests have been conducted using Split Hopkinson Pressure 66 

Bar (SHPB) systems. Together with high-speed cameras, the crack initiation and failure process can 67 

be captured. Existing studies show that silicate glass normally behaves linear elastically and exhibit 68 

brittle failure under both quasi-static and dynamic loadings, and strain rate effects can be observed in 69 

the failure strengths [2, 4-9, 11-13, 18, 19]. The strain rate effects are mainly due to the fact that multiple 70 

micro-cracks are triggered under dynamic loading before fracture, and the initiation and propagation 71 

of micro-cracks need time [11]. Previous studies also indicate that the strain rate sensitivity of silicate 72 

glass differs in compression and tension. For example, Peroni et al. [6] concluded that high purity 73 

optical glass (low-iron float glass) does not exhibit any substantial sensitivity to the strain rate in the 74 

ultimate compressive strength, but the tensile strength can increase by about 60% when the strain rate 75 

rises to six orders of magnitude from a quasi-static baseline. Similarly, Sheikh et al. [11] found that the 76 

dynamic increment in the splitting tensile strength of aluminosilicate glass is more significant 77 



 

 

comparing to compression. Despite these observations, the mechanisms that lead to the difference 78 

between compressive and tensile strain rate sensitivities are still an open question. Moreover, the strain 79 

rate effect is found to be insignificant on the Young’s modulus in both compression and tension [6, 7].  80 

In general, different strain rate effects have been reported different types of silicate glass. 81 

However, only very limited experimental results are reported in open literatures when considering 82 

strain rate beyond 100 s-1. The existing test results have not yielded a clear conclusion about the strain 83 

rate sensitivity of silicate glass. Besides, silicate glass with different chemical compositions may 84 

exhibit different dynamic mechanical properties, but so far there has been very limited research on the 85 

strain rate properties of low-iron float glass. Only Peroni et al. [6] conducted dynamic tests on LIFG, 86 

but they did not record the glass strain or strain rate in the splitting tensile tests. Therefore, more 87 

dynamic tests are necessary to better understand the strain rate properties of LIFG. 88 

This paper presents a comprehensive experimental study on the dynamic mechanical properties 89 

of LIFG. A series of static and dynamic tests were carried out using an electronic universal testing 90 

machine and SHPB to investigate the strain rate effects on the compressive and splitting tensile 91 

properties of LIFG. For the splitting tests, the splitting pattern was captured using a synchronized ultra-92 

high-speed camera. The stress equilibrium has been carefully checked to ensure the validity of the 93 

dynamic test data. Based on the test results, key mechanical parameters, such as the ultimate strength 94 

and ultimate strain, as well as the Young’s modulus, were obtained from for both splitting tensile and 95 

compressive cases. Finally, the dynamic increase factors (DIFs) of both splitting tensile strength and 96 

compressive strength are suggested for possible applications in the blast resistant analysis and design 97 

of glass facades involving LIFG. 98 

 99 



 

 

2. Quasi-static tests 100 

2.1 Test method 101 

A series of quasi-static compression and splitting tensile tests (also known as Brazilian test) were 102 

conducted first to study the basic static mechanical properties of LIFG. The test specimens for all tests 103 

were taken from LIFG provided by Hangzhou Yuhong Technology Co., LTD. According to the 104 

information from the manufacturer, the glass has a mass density of 2.479 g/cm3, a coefficient of 105 

expansion of 90.8×10-7 /°C and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.21, and its chemical composition is listed in 106 

Table 1. The test specimens were all in a cylindrical shape but differed in dimensions. The geometries 107 

of the specimens for quasi-static tests and dynamic tests are detailed in section 2.1 and section 3.1, 108 

respectively. All specimens were cut from intact glass plates and carefully polished to avoid initial 109 

imperfection on the edges. For each cylindrical specimen, the two end faces were ensured to be parallel 110 

with a tolerance within 0.2 mm, mainly to avoid undesirable fracture mode resulting from geometric 111 

imperfection [20].  112 

The quasi-static tests were carried out at Northwestern Polytechnical University (in China) with 113 

an electronic universal testing machine DNS-100 (Fig. 1a), which has a loading capacity of 100 kN. 114 

The test temperature was 22±2 °C and the relative air humidity was 50±5%. The force was recorded 115 

by a built-in piezoelectric load sensor with a relative error of less than ±0.5%, and the sampling 116 

frequency was set to 10 Hz. A constant loading rate of 0.2 mm/min (speed of the loading end) was 117 

used for both compressive and splitting tensile tests (Table 2).  118 



 

 

     

Fig. 1. Illustration of quasi-static tests: (a) loading machine, (b) measurement and specimen for 

compressive tests and (c) measurement and specimen for splitting tensile tests 



 

 

As shown in Fig. 1b, the specimens for static compressive tests are cylinders of 10mm in height 119 

and 10mm in diameter. The deformation of glass cylinder was traced by an extensometer with a relative 120 

error of less than ±0.5%. The obtained displacement data from extensometer includes both the 121 

deformation of the specimen and the deformation of the loading heads within the measured section. 122 

To eliminate the deformation of the loading heads, preliminary compressive tests without glass 123 

specimen were conducted and the deformation of the loading heads was measured, which was then 124 

used as an approximation of the real deformation of the loading heads developed in the compressive 125 

test with glass specimen. Despite that in the above two cases the stress states of the loading heads 126 

(especially near the contact surfaces) are not exactly the same, this approach can mostly remove the 127 

deformation of the loading heads from the total deformation. 128 

Table 2 Testing condition for static tests 129 

Test type 
Loading speed 

(mm/min) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 
Number of specimens 

Static compressive test 0.2 10 10 6 

Static splitting tensile test 0.2 20 10 5 

 130 

Brazilian disc splitting tests were used to get the tensile strength for the glass. In a typical splitting 131 

tensile test, a concentrate line load P is applied to a Brazilian disc specimen, and the disc will be split 132 

into two halves along the diameter between the two loading points when the tensile stress exceeds the 133 

tensile strength. Fig. 2 shows a typical distribution of the horizontal stress for the specimen in a 134 

splitting tensile test, where a uniform horizontal tensile stress will be developed along the majority of 135 

the vertical central line with lateral compression in both top and bottom parts of the diameter [21]. Based 136 

on the plane-stress hypothesis, the splitting tensile strength σt can be calculated by Eq. 1 [21]. In the 137 



 

 

present study, glass discs of 20 mm in diameter and 10 mm in thickness (Fig. 1c) were used for splitting 138 

tensile tests. Two strain gauges were attached at the center of both surfaces to record the strain in the 139 

splitting direction until glass fracture. 140 

�� = 2�
��	 (1) 

where P is the load applied on the disc, and D and B are the diameter and thickness of the disc 141 

respectively, as shown in Fig.2. 142 

  

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the quasi-static splitting test 

 143 

2.2 Test results 144 

2.2.1 Quasi-static compressive test 145 

Fig. 3 shows the crack pattern of a specimen before fracture in both meso- and macro- scales. The 146 

corresponding load is about 90% of the maximum load. As shown in Fig. 3a and 3b, when the specimen 147 

is about to fracture, a narrow region of high crack density is formed as the cracks grow and interact. 148 

These shaggy and irregular cracks grow in an unstable manner and result in a macroscopic fracture 149 

plane (perpendicular to end surfaces) that leads to ultimate failure. The specimen was eventually 150 
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Compression

Compression
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P

Distribution of  

horizontal 

stress

B

D



 

 

crushed into fine powder with a tremendous sound. Compared to the final failure of normal float glass 151 

(NFG) as shown in Fig. 4b and 4c, the fragments from the LIFG is far finer than that of the NFG. This 152 

indicates that the LIFG material has far less initial imperfection and could fractured more uniformly 153 

than the NFG, which may lead to a higher compressive strength. 154 

 155 

   

(a) (b)  (c) 

Fig. 3 Experimental phenomena before failure (at around 90% of the maximum load): (a) 

Specimen before fracture and presumed fracture surface, (b) Front view of cracks and (c) Side 

view of cracks 

 156 

    

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4 Comparison of glass fragments after quasi-static compressive tests: (a) the LIFG in current 

study (compressive strength ≈ 1038 MPa), (b) NFG (compressive strength ≈ 767 MPa) [22], and (c) 

NFG (compressive strength ≈ 256 MPa) [7]  



 

 

 157 

The obtained Eng. stress- Eng. strain curves are presented in Fig. 5. The Eng. stress was calculated 158 

by dividing the measured force by the original sectional area of the specimen. The Eng. strain was 159 

calculated by dividing the deformation of the specimen, which equals to the total cross-head movement 160 

measured by the extensometer minus the deformation of the loading heads, by the original length of 161 

specimen. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the LIFG behaves almost linear elastically up to fracture. No 162 

descending phase can be observed on the stress-strain relationships after the ultimate compressive 163 

strength is reached, indicating the failure of LIFG is very brittle. The 6 tested specimens have similar 164 

stiffness but exhibit large variation in the ultimate compressive strength and strain. This could be 165 

mainly due to the differences in the distribution and size of surface flaw among specimens. Based on 166 

the test results, the elastic modulus, ultimate compressive strength and ultimate compressive strain are 167 

determined for each test specimen and the results are summarized in Table. 3. The elastic modulus is 168 

taken as the average slope of the middle part (between 1/3 and 2/3 of the ultimate stress) of each stress-169 

strain curve. The ultimate compressive strength and ultimate compressive strain correspond to the 170 

stress and strain at failure point, respectively. The compressive modulus is around 64 GPa. The average 171 

ultimate compressive strength is 1037.67 MPa with a standard deviation of 179.28 MPa, while the 172 

average strain is 1.77% with a standard deviation of 0.26%.  173 



 

 

 

Fig. 5 Stress-strain curves for static compressive tests 

 174 

Table 3 Results for static compressive tests 175 

Specimen no. 

Dimensions Total 

deformation 

(mm) 

Deformation of 

the loading heads 

(mm) 

Ultimate 

strain 

Ultimate 

stress 

(MPa) 

Elastic 

modulus 

(GPa) 

Strain rate 

(×10-5 s-1) 
Diameter 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

SC-1 9.94 9.88 0.20 0.05 1.50% 861.35 59.19 4.77 

SC-2 9.78 10.02 0.24 0.06 1.84% 1140.09 65.69 5.09 

SC-3 9.84 10.02 0.23 0.06 1.76% 1078.96 65.12 5.23 

SC-4 9.70 10.02 0.28 0.07 2.12% 1119.49 62.49 5.52 

SC-5 9.80 10.02 0.25 0.06 1.95% 1247.06 67.83 4.49 

SC-6 9.84 10.02 0.19 0.05 1.44% 779.06 61.70 4.07 

Average value 0.23 0.06 1.77% 1037.67 63.67 4.86 

Standard Deviation 0.03 0.01 0.26% 179.28 3.13 0.53 

 176 

2.2.2 Static splitting tensile test 177 

Fig. 6 shows a typical failure mode of Brazilian splitting test. Due to the elastic-brittle property 178 

of the glass, the specimen split into two halves in such a sudden manner that it is difficult to observe 179 

the initiation and development of crack as shown in the compressive tests. The oval-shaped solid lines 180 

in Fig. 6 depict typical crack orientation, which appears to relate to the friction at the interface of 181 

specimen and loading head although the interface was well lubricated. The core area is fractured into 182 
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tiny fragments. All specimens split into two halves just as predicted in the elastic theory and the glass 183 

tip of specimen near the loaded head is not crushed, which illustrates the validity of static splitting 184 

tests for the glass specimens. 185 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6 Typical fracture pattern in static splitting tests (from SS-1): (a) fracture pattern and (b) 

fracture pattern microphotograph of fracture surface 

 186 

The processed tensile stress-strain curves are presented in Fig. 7. The Eng. stress was calculated 187 

from the loading force based on Eq. 1, and the Eng. strain was measured by strain gauges. Similar to 188 

the results from compressive tests, the LIFG behaves almost linear elastically and fractured brittlely. 189 

As listed in Table 4, the average tensile strength for the tested glass is 29 MPa with a standard deviation 190 

of 5.14 MPa. The average tensile strength is only about 1/35 of the average compressive strength. The 191 

average failure strain is about 0.05% with a standard deviation of 0.008% and tensile modulus is around 192 

64 GPa with a standard deviation of 3 GPa.  193 

 194 



 

 

 

Fig. 7 Stress-strain curve for static splitting tensile tests 

Table 4 Results for static splitting tensile tests 195 

Specimen  Dimensions Ultimate 

strain  

Ultimate 

stress (MPa) 

Elastic 

modulus 

(GPa) 

Strain rate 

(×10-5 s-1) 
No. Diameter (mm) Thickness (mm) 

SS-1 19.86 9.2 — 23.03  — — 

SS-2 19.98 9.2 0.040% 24.51  62.51  1.30  

SS-3 19.98  9.24 0.053% 33.88  65.62  1.80  

SS-4 19.92  9.22 0.049% 33.57  66.92  1.30  

SS-5 20.00  10.02 0.060% 31.37  60.28  1.70  

Average value 0.050% 29.27  63.83  1.53  

Standard deviation 0.008% 5.14  3.01  0.26  

 196 

3. Dynamic tests 197 

3.1 Test method and assumptions 198 

The dynamic compression and splitting tensile tests were performed using the split Hopkinson 199 

pressure bar (SHPB), which is one of the most common techniques for studying the dynamic properties 200 

of materials. The SHPB facility can also be used together with Brazilian Disc samples to realize 201 

dynamic splitting tensile loading. A schematic illustration of the SHPB setup with a compressive 202 

sample is shown in Fig. 8a. In a SHPB test, the specimen is fixed between the incident bar and 203 

transmitter bar. A compressive stress wave will be generated from one end of the incident bar through 204 
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the impact of a high-speed projectile (striker bar). The stress wave will propagate and pass through the 205 

specimen, and the specimen is loaded. The strain rate a specimen is experienced during the test is 206 

correlated with the amplitude of the incident stress wave, which can be adjusted by changing the 207 

launching velocity of the projectile.  208 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 8 Illustration of SHPB setup: (a) a sketch of SHPB setup with a compressive test specimen[23] 

and (b) one-dimensional stress wave propagation in SHPB 

 209 

Two basic assumptions of the SHPB setup are: (1) 1-D linear elastic wave in the bars, which 210 

means uniform axial stress distribution in every cross section of bars; (2) Stress equilibrium has been 211 

reached in the test specimen. Strain gauges installed on the incident bar and the transmitted bar can 212 

record the incident wave, reflected wave and transmitted wave. The force acting on the two ends of 213 

the specimen can be calculated with the following equations: 214 

�
 = ���(�� + ��) (2) 

�� = ���(��) (3) 

where P1 and P2 are forces acting on the specimen at the interfaces X1 and X2 shown in Fig. 8b, Ai and 215 

At are the cross-section area of the incident bar and the transmitted bar, Ei and Et are Young’s modulus 216 



 

 

of materials for the incident bar and the transmitted, and εi, εr and εt are the recorded strains of the 217 

incident wave, reflected wave and transmitted wave. 218 

Assuming that the materials of both incident and transmitted bars are the same, the strain rate ���� 219 

and strain εic of the test specimen can be calculated with the following equations: 220 

���� = − 2��
��

�� (4) 

��� = − 2��
��

� ��
�

�
�� (5) 

where Ls is the specimen length and C0 is elastic wave speed in the bars.  221 

For the dynamic compressive tests, Ø19mm bars made of martensitic steel (Young’s modulus = 222 

194 GPa) were used for the striker bar, incident bar and transmitted bar. The interfaces were lubricated 223 

to reduce friction. A copper pulse shaper was adopted to filter the high-frequency components within 224 

the incident wave. An ultra-high-speed camera SIMD8 produced by Specialized Imaging, shown in 225 

Fig. 9a, was used to capture the fracture process of the test specimen with intervals of 1ns to 5μs. The 226 

camera was synchronically triggered with the impact bullet.  227 

A group of 16 specimens were tested to obtain the dynamic compressive property of the glass at 228 

three loading rates (Table 5). The specimens for the dynamic compressive tests were glass cylinders 229 

with a diameter of 8mm and a length of 6mm (Fig. 9b). Two strain gauges were attached to the 230 

cylindrical surface of each specimen to measure the strain in the loading direction. It is worth noting 231 

that the glass surface was slightly grinded in a local area in order to glue the strain gauge, and this is 232 

assumed to cause little influence on the compressive fracture strength since the ground area is quite 233 

small compared to total surface area. Three different air pressures, i.e., 0.1MPa, 0.15MPa and 0.2MPa, 234 

was used for the gas gun to obtain different impact velocity of the striker bar. 235 



 

 

 236 

  

Fig. 9 Illustration of dynamic tests: (a) loading machine, (b) measurement and specimen for 

compressive tests and (c) measurement and specimen for splitting tensile tests 

 237 

 238 



 

 

Table 5 Testing parameters for dynamic tests 239 

Test type 
Air pressure 

(MPa) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 
Number of specimens 

Dynamic 

compressive test 

0.1 

8 6 

6 

0.15 4 

0.2 6 

Dynamic splitting 

tensile test 

0.03 
20 10 

5 

0.05 6 

Note: The air pressure was controlled by an internal pressure gauge with a relative error of ±1%. 240 

 241 

In the present study, the SHPB apparatus was also employed to perform the dynamic splitting 242 

tensile tests, by loading the glass disc in the diameter direction with the SHPB (Fig. 10). For a dynamic 243 

splitting test, two key factors affecting the accuracy are stress equilibrium and shape effect of a sample. 244 

For brittle materials such as glass, ceramic and concrete, the specimen can easily break up before 245 

reaching a stress equilibrium. To overcome this issue, a pulse shaper made of copper or rubber is often 246 

used to modify the incident wave into a triangular wave. More detailed information about the pulse 247 

shaper can be found in literature [24]. Apart from this, a spindle projectile has been employed to shape 248 

the incident pulse into a half sine wave[7]. The second factor that might affect the test result is shape 249 

effect. It should be noted that the deduction of Eq. 1 is based on the assumption of plane stress, in 250 

which the influence of thickness is neglected. Yu et al. [25] have proposed a coefficient to modify the 251 

traditional 2-D equation. However, since the error from shape effect is much smaller compared with 252 

systematic error in the tests, Eq. 1 without modification is used to calculate tensile strength in this 253 

study. 254 

 

Fig. 10 Loading setup for splitting test with a Brazilian disc in SHPB 



 

 

 255 

A total of 13 specimens with diameter of 20mm and thickness of 10mm were used for dynamic 256 

splitting tensile tests (Fig. 9c). Different from the dynamic compressive strength tests, an aluminum 257 

bar is adopted for the transmitted bar in the dynamic splitting tests to improve the signal-noise-ratio of 258 

the transmitted wave as the Young’s modulus of aluminum (around 74GPa) is close to that of glass. To 259 

measure the strain in the splitting direction, each specimen was attached with a set of strain gauges on 260 

both flat faces along the central line, as shown in Fig. 9c. To ensure that a stress equilibrium is reached 261 

before glass fracture, a copper pulse shaper was attached to the end of striker bar to modify the shape 262 

of incident wave so that the incident wave rises less steeply. All the specimens were lubricated with 263 

Vaseline to reduce friction on the contact surfaces to minimize the friction effect.  264 

 265 

3.2 Test results 266 

3.2.1 Dynamic compressive test 267 

Fig. 11 shows a typical fracture process of a specimen (DC-A-1) in a dynamic compressive test. 268 

The corresponding stress time-history is presented to provide a coupling to the high-speed images. In 269 

this case the pressure of air gun was 0.1 MPa. As can be seen, the specimen remained intact at first, 270 

and major cracks initiated almost simultaneously from the end surfaces of the glass disc at 205 μs. 271 

Then, dense cracks accumulated in the end region close to the incident bar, and several major 272 

longitudinal cracks as well as vertical cracks penetrated through the glass disc at 210 μs, leading to a 273 

noticeable decline in the compressive stiffness of the glass. More cracks developed and propagated 274 

throughout the entire specimen afterwards, and finally the specimen was crushed into glass powder at 275 

225 μs. 276 



 

 

 

Fig. 11 Typical failure process in a dynamic compressive test (DC-A-1, initial air gun pressure = 0.1 MPa) 

 277 

The strain signals from the incident bar and transmitter bar are carefully checked to ensure the 278 

dynamic equilibrium. As shown in Fig. 12, the incident wave has been effectively modified into a 279 

smooth triangular wave without sharp increase due to the copper pulse shaper. The plateau section of 280 

the reflected wave is related to loading on specimen and the rising part afterwards is the residual 281 

incident wave reflecting at the incident bar end. To illustrate the attainment of a dynamic equilibrium 282 

in the test specimens, the values of σi+σr and σt on the two bar-specimen interfaces are compared in 283 

Fig. 12 for three representative specimens (one for each air pressure). The two curves are basically 284 

overlaid after synchronization, indicating that the dynamic equilibrium was reached. 285 

 286 



 

 

  
(a) 

  
(b) 

  
(c) 

Fig. 12 Typical strain time-histories and dynamic equilibrium from the dynamic compressive tests: 

(a) DC-A-2, air pressure = 0.1 MPa, (b) DC-B-4, air pressure = 0.15 MPa and (c) DC-C-4, air 

pressure = 0.2 MPa 

 287 

The Eng. stress-Eng. strain curves of the specimens from the tests with three different initial 288 

pressures are presented in Fig. 13. The Eng. stress was calculated by dividing the total force by the 289 

original sectional area of the specimen. The force acted on the end of specimen can be calculated by 290 

either Eq. 2 (based on the incident wave and reflected wave) or Eq. 3 (based on the transmitted wave) 291 
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since good dynamic equilibrium was achieved. Here, the transmitted wave was used due to a higher 292 

signal-to-noise ratio. The Eng. strain was measured by the strain gauges attached on the specimen. The 293 

corresponding mechanical parameters were determined similarly to the static tests and are summarized 294 

in Table 6. Under dynamic loading, the LIFG also display an almost linear elastic behaviour before 295 

reaching the ultimate strength. However, unlike the quasi-static situation where the peak stress point 296 

in the stress-strain curve marks the ultimate and brittle failure, the stress-strain curves of LIFG under 297 

dynamic compression tend to exhibit a short but noticeable descending phase after the peak stress point. 298 

This dynamic phenomenon may be attributed to the fact that fracture of glass is not instantaneous, and 299 

comparing to the timescale of the dynamic loading the fracture process time is not negligible.  300 

 301 

Table 6 Test results from dynamic compressive tests 302 

Specimen 

No. 

Approx. 

air 

pressure 

(MPa) 

Thicknes

s 

(mm) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

�� 
(s-1) 

Ultimate 

strength 

fdyc 

(MPa) 

Strain at 

peak 

point 

Ultimate 

strain 

εdyc 

Elastic 

modulus 

Edyc 

(GPa) 

DC-A-1 0.1  7.96 5.4 245 1242 1.96% 2.12% 65.00  

DC-A-2 8 5.4 301 1185 1.94% 2.33% 58.51  

DC-A-3 7.94 5.36 240 1192 2.03% 2.20% 61.74  

DC-A-4 7.94 5.4 257 1326 2.09% 2.19% 65.79  

DC-A-5 7.94 5.4 335 1233 2.08% 2.43% 63.64  

DC-B-1 0.15 7.98 5.42 493 1173 2.22% 2.51% 58.27  

DC-B-2 7.98 5.38 - 1213 - - - 

DC-B-3 7.98 5.4 302 1023 1.92% 2.24% 57.11  

DC-B-4 7.98 5.4 417 1228 1.73% 2.01% 74.77  

DC-C-1 0.2 7.96 5.38 491 1194 1.92% 2.27% 76.14  

DC-C-2 7.96 5.4 433 1398 2.04% 2.43% 69.32  

DC-C-3 7.94 5.4 670 1290 2.14% 2.43% 58.03  

DC-C-4 7.94 5.42 453 1330 2.09% 2.40% 66.31  

DC-C-5 7.94 5.4 560 1186 2.05% 2.46% 69.36  

DC-C-6 8.04 5.4 656 1203 1.81% 2.07% 72.89  

DC-C-7 8 5.4 750 1259 2.13% 2.47% 70.03  

Note: The ultimate strength corresponds to the peak point, and the ultimate strain corresponds to the 303 

failure point. 304 



 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 13 Stress-strain curves from the dynamic compressive tests: (a) air pressure = 0.1 MPa, (b) air 

pressure = 0.15 MPa and (c) air pressure = 0.2 MPa 
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 305 

3.2.2 Dynamic splitting tensile test 306 

Fig. 14a depicts a glass fracture process of a representative splitting test with an initial pressure 307 

of 0.03 MPa, and the corresponding loads/moments are marked in the stress time-history for 308 

comparison. As can be observed, the glass disc was compressed slightly when the stress wave went 309 

through. Longitudinal crack initiated from the central area of the glass at 190 µs, from a position 310 

around 3.5 mm away from the central line. From this point, the stress time-history becomes noticeably 311 

curved due to material damage. The crack quickly propagates towards the specimen-bar contact points 312 

at both ends. Finally, the glass cylinder was split and crushed. Similar process can be observed for 313 

dynamic splitting tests with an initial pressure of 0.05 MPa (Fig. 14b). It is worth noting that we also 314 

made attempts with higher impact velocities in order to realize higher strain rates. Fig. 14c shows the 315 

fracture process of a dynamic splitting test with an initial pressure of 0.09 MPa. It is observed that 316 

the specimen is fractured due to local crushing around the contact points at 170 µs, which leads to a 317 

sudden decline in the stress time-history. Although the specimen finally split into two or three halves, 318 

the failure of specimen initiated due to local crushing at the loading ends rather than splitting. The 319 

pressure of 0.05 MPa corresponds to a strain rate of around 35 s-1, which is the highest strain rate 320 

achieved in the dynamic splitting tests in this study. 321 

 322 



 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

  

(c) 

Fig. 14 Typical fracture process in dynamic splitting tests: (a) DS-A-1, initial pressure = 0.03 MPa, 

(b) DS-B-1, initial pressure = 0.05 MPa and (c) initial pressure = 0.09 MPa 

 323 

Fig. 15 presents the results from the strain gauges on both incident and transmitted bars. The 324 



 

 

stress was calculated by multiplying the strain with the Young’s modulus and the cross-section area of 325 

each bar. It can be observed that the values of σi+σr and σt gradually converge after the obvious initial 326 

oscillations, indicating the stress equilibrium was successfully realized in the specimen over a short 327 

period with the appropriate copper pulse shaper. 328 

 329 

     

(a) 

  

(b) 

Fig. 15 Typical waveforms and dynamic equilibrium for dynamic splitting tensile tests: (a) DS-A-

4, air pressure = 0.03 MPa and (b) DS-B-4, air pressure = 0.05 MPa 

 330 

The Eng. stress-Eng. strain curves of the specimens from the dynamic splitting tests are presented 331 

in Fig. 16, and the corresponding mechanical parameters are summarized in Table 7. The Eng. stress 332 

was calculated by Eq. 1 and Eq. 3 based on the strain measured from the transmitted bar, while the 333 
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Eng. strain was measured by the strain gauges attached on the specimen. It can be found that the glass 334 

behaves nearly linear elastically before fracture and the failure is very brittle. Similar to the 335 

observations from the dynamic compressive tests, the specimen can still deform before it is totally 336 

fractured, resulting in a short descending phase in the stress-strain curve. Based on the results, it can 337 

be clearly observed that a higher strain rate will lead to an increase in the ultimate strength and slight 338 

increase in the tensile modulus. The strain rate effect is insignificant on the ultimate strain.  339 

 340 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 16 Stress-strain curves for dynamic splitting tests: (a) air pressure = 0.03 MPa and (b) air 

pressure = 0.05 MPa 
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 341 

Table 7 Test results for dynamic splitting tests 342 

Specimen 

No. 

Approx. 

air 

pressure 

(MPa) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Diamete

r 

(mm) 

Strain 

Rate �� 
(s-1) 

Ultimate 

strength fdyt 

(MPa) 

Strain at 

peak 

point 

Ultimate 

strain 

εdyt 

Elastic 

modulus 

Edyt 

(GPa) 

DS-A-1 0.03 9.21 19.94 20.6 43.11 0.081% 0.088% 58.01 

DS-A-2 9.16 19.98 23.1 39.59 0.092% 0.103% 61.11 

DS-A-3 9.20 19.98 16.8 34.44 0.065% 0.070% 57.81 

DS-A-4 9.22 19.93 25.7 37.41 0.063% 0.067% 66.11 

DS-B-1 0.05 9.14 19.92 36.4 48.60 0.078% 0.108% 61.98 

DS-B-2 9.18 19.92 37.9 49.31 0.080% 0.090% 66.90 

DS-B-3 9.28 19.96 29.5 45.19 0.078% 0.087% 69.14 

DS-B-4 9.24 19.92 22.0 41.04 0.072% 0.089% 72.34 

Note: The ultimate strength corresponds to the peak point, and the ultimate strain corresponds to the 343 

failure point. 344 

 345 

4. Discussion on the strain rate effect 346 

4.1 Strain rate limits for LIFG tests 347 

As is introduced in section 3.1, the methods used to process the data from a typical SHPB test 348 

relies on the assumption of mechanical balance of the sample, i.e., a stress equilibrium state has to be 349 

achieved within a short time comparing to the time to fracture. Accordingly, the strain rate is limited 350 

as [26, 27], 351 

�� =  2!
"�

< �$ = �%
�� ̅  (6) 

where �� and �$ are the time needed to reach stress equilibrium and the time to fracture, respectively, 352 

�' is the ultimate strain of specimen, �� ̅is the average strain rate, ! is the length of sample, "� is the 353 

wave speed and which equals to "� = (/*, and   is the number of round-trips. Usually, the dynamic 354 

stress equilibrium can be achieved after at least 3~4 round-trips of the stress wave [28].  355 

Here, we assume 3 wave round-trips in the specimen before fracture, the upper limits of the strain 356 



 

 

rate in dynamic compressive and splitting tensile tests can be determined as the following equations,  357 

For dynamic compressive test: 
��+̅�,�� = -.

/ 01
(2 3⁄

= �.�6%
8× 0×:;;

<(=>.?@ ABC) (0>DE FG∙;ID)⁄
≈2480 s-1 

(7a) 

For dynamic splitting tensile test: 
��+̅�,�� = -.

/ 01
(2 3⁄

= �.�6%
8× 0×0E ;;

<(=?.E= ABC) (0>DE FG∙;ID)⁄
≈40 s-1

 
(7b) 

The above calculation indicates that the strain rate limit for dynamic compression test of LIFG 358 

using a SHPB setup is about 2500 s-1, and that for dynamic splitting tensile test is about 40 s-1. 359 

Obviously, the limits will depend upon the size of the sample: an increase of the length (for 360 

compression) or the diameter (for splitting) of the specimen from the 8 mm (for compression) or the 361 

20 mm (for splitting) used in the present study will decrease the strain limits from the above values, 362 

and vice versa. Any attempt to push the strain rates above these limits may result in invalid test results 363 

either because of premature failure or a non-uniform stress distribution at fracture. In the current tests, 364 

the failure process as well as the stress equilibrium state were carefully checked to ensure the validity 365 

of the test results. Note that a maximum strain rate of around 40 s-1 was achieved in the splitting tensile 366 

tests, and higher tensile strain rates were found to result in local premature failure at the edges (Fig. 367 

14c), which echoes the above conceptual analysis. 368 

 369 

4.2 Ultimate strength 370 

It is generally understood that the dominant failure mechanism of brittle (or quasi-brittle) 371 

materials, such as concrete, ceramics and glass, involves crack initiation, propagation, interaction and 372 

coalescence. Due to micro-inertia effects associated with the limited propagating speed of cracks, the 373 

process for the crack to open and grow is inhibited (or delayed) when the stress increases more rapidly 374 



 

 

than the crack propagation, leading to a retarded crack opening process and an increased failure 375 

strength [29-31]. On the other hand, multiple cracks of different sizes are driven simultaneously at a 376 

higher loading speed and higher stress level, which results in a significant reduction in the size of 377 

fragment as well as a higher material strength as compared to quasi-static loading. 378 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 17 Dynamic increase factors (DIFs) for the LIFG: (a) compressive strength and (b) tensile 

strength 

 379 

In order to further quantify the strain rate effects on the dynamic strength of the LIFG from the 380 

tests, the dynamic increase factors (DIFs) were determined by normalizing the dynamic strengths with 381 
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the averaged static strength. The obtained DIFs for both compression and splitting tension are plotted 382 

against the strain rates in Fig. 17. For the compressive strength, a clear trend of gradual increase in the 383 

DIF with respect to strain rate can be observed. The compressive strength of the LIFG increases by 384 

about 10% at strain rate of 250 s-1, and the increment is about 20% when strain rate reaches 750 s-1. 385 

On the other hand, more significant strain rate effect can be observed in the tensile strength. While the 386 

tensile strength only shows a slight increase at the low strain rate range, a rapid increase occurs when 387 

the strain rate exceeds 10 s-1. As a representation, the tensile DIF is about 1.6 at strain rate of 35 s-1. 388 

The comparison indicates that the tensile strength of the LIFG has a much stronger strain rate 389 

sensitivity than the compressive strength. This could be partially due to the fact that the compression 390 

failure is not governed by the opening of cracks and therefore is less affected by micro-inertia. 391 

 392 

The DIFs obtained from the present tests are further compared with the data reported in other 393 

studies [2, 6, 13, 18, 32-34], as shown in Fig. 18. For compressive DIFs, the results from Holmquist et al. [2] 394 

(for NFG) and Peroni et al. [6] (for LIFG) are included, and the reported average static compressive 395 

strengths are 1022.5 MPa (from 4 repeated tests) and 1087.8 MPa (from 5 repeated tests), respectively, 396 

which are comparable to the LIFG used in this study. As shown in Fig. 18a, the obtained DIFs show 397 

good agreement with the other published results and indicates that the compressive strength does not 398 

show significant strain rate effect within the strain rate range from 102 s-1 to 103 s-1. It should be 399 

mentioned that Zhang et al. [7] has also conducted dynamic compressive tests on the NFG, from which 400 

the compressive DIFs were found to be around 1.5-3 over a strain rate range from 100 s-1 to 380 s-1, 401 

showing a stronger strain rate sensitivity. This could be mainly attributed to the difference in the 402 

chemical composition. As listed in Table 1, the glass used in Zhang's tests has a noticeable lower SiO2 403 



 

 

percentage of 51% compared to 72~74% in other studies, which leads to a much lower strength[7]. 404 

Therefore, it is more likely that lower strength NFG may exhibit higher DIF and more significant strain 405 

rate sensitivity.  406 

On the other hand, extensive studies were carried out to determine the tensile strength of float 407 

glass since it’s more important in structural application. However, most studies are concerned with 408 

quasi-static loading and low to intermediate strain rate cases, and very limited data can be found when 409 

considering higher strain rates. It is worth noting that the results presented in Fig. 18b were determined 410 

through different experimental method, including three-point bending tests [32, 33], uniaxial tensile tests 411 

using universal high-speed testing machine [34], and compression/splitting tensile tests [6] or double-412 

ring bending tests [13, 18] using SHPB facilities. Though the results show a considerable variation, 413 

especially in high strain rate levels, a significant strain rate effect can be observed when the strain rate 414 

is above 100 s-1. 415 
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(b) 

Fig. 18 Comparison of the DIFs for the float glass: (a) compressive DIFs and (b) tensile DIFs 
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4.3 Ultimate strain  417 

Strain rate also has notable influences on the ultimate compressive and tensile strains of the LIFG. 418 

As can be seen in Fig. 19, the average ultimate compressive strain of the LIFG is around 2.3% over 419 

the strain rate range of 250-750 s-1, which is around 30% larger than the static ultimate compressive 420 

strain. The average ultimate tensile strain of the LIFG is around 0.088% over the strain rate range of 421 

15-40 s-1, which is around 80% larger than the static ultimate tensile strain. Upon further checking of 422 

the fracture process of the glass specimens in the dynamic tests, it can be observed that the fracture of 423 

glass specimen is not instantaneous. In other words, the duration of glass fracture is not negligible 424 

compared with the loading duration. This could be evidenced by a short but notable descending phase 425 

in the stress at the end of the stress-strain curves (Fig. 13 and Fig. 16), which represents major cracks 426 

starting propagating inside the glass specimen before the glass is totally fractured. Therefore, the 427 

recorded ultimate strain may be overestimated.  428 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 19 Ultimate strains for the LIFG: (a) ultimate compressive strain and (b) ultimate tensile strain 
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The strain at the maximum stress (i.e., the peak point on the stress-strain curve) is also presented 430 

in Fig. 19 for comparison. It should be pointed out that the strain at the peak stress is about 10% smaller 431 

than the ultimate strain for the dynamic compressive or dynamic splitting tensile results, while there 432 

is essentially no difference between the peak and ultimate strains under quasi-static loading. The strain 433 
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increases by about 50% at the strain rate of 40 s-1 under tension, indicating that the strain rate effect is 436 

more significant under tension.  437 

 438 

4.4 Elastic modulus 439 

Fig. 20 shows the Young’s modulus obtained from the current tests as well as those from the open 440 

literatures [5-7, 13, 34, 35], based on which a general evaluation of the strain rate effects on the float glass 441 

is made. A considerable variation can be observed from all the test results, even within each single test 442 

group. The variation mainly results from different test methods employed and specimen conditions 443 

(e.g., glass type, surface/edge treatment). In general, the results from our study (average value ≈ 65 444 

GPa) are comparable to the other results, and a little bit lower than the value suggested in the European 445 

Standard EN 572-1 [36], i.e., 70GPa. The strain rate effect is not significant on the Young’s modulus of 446 

float glass over the strain range from 10-6 to 105 s-1. 447 

 

Fig. 20 Young’s modulus for the LIFG: (a) compressive Young’s modulus and (b) tensile Young’s 

modulus 
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5. Conclusions 449 

In this paper, the dynamic mechanical properties of LIFG have been studied through static and 450 

dynamic compressive and splitting tensile tests. Based on the test results, strain rate effects on key 451 

mechanical parameters of LIFG have been evaluated. The following main conclusions may be drawn: 452 

1. The LIFG exhibits linear elastic behaviour under quasi-static compression and tension, and the 453 

corresponding average compressive modulus and tensile modulus are 65.49 GPa and 64.06 GPa, 454 

respectively, which are approximately the same. The average static compressive strength and splitting 455 

tensile strength of LIFG are around 1038 and 29 MPa, respectively. The splitting tensile strength is 456 

around 1/35 of its compressive strength, indicating significant tension-compression anisotropy. Similar 457 

phenomenon can also be observed in dynamic tests. 458 

2. The dynamic tests using SHPB show that the strain rate effect on the strength of the LIFG is 459 

more significant in (splitting) tension than in compression. More specifically, the compressive strength 460 

of LIFG increases by about 20% over the strain rate rage of 10-5 to 750 s-1, while the increment is 40% 461 

for splitting tensile strength over the strain rate range of 10-5 to 40 s-1. The strain rate effect on the 462 

Young’s modulus of LIFG is neglectable.  463 

3. Unlike the quasi-static situation where the peak stress point in the stress-strain curve marks the 464 

ultimate and brittle failure, the stress-strain curves of LIFG under both dynamic compression and 465 

dynamic tension tend to exhibit a short but noticeable descending phase after the peak stress point. As 466 

a result, the ultimate compressive and tensile strains obtained from the dynamic tests are around 10% 467 

larger than those obtained from the static tests. This dynamic phenomenon may be attributed to the 468 

fact that fracture of glass is not instantaneous, and comparing to the timescale of the dynamic loading 469 

the fracture process time is not negligible. 470 



 

 

4. Based on a conceptual analysis, the upper boundaries of strain rates that could be achieved in 471 

the dynamic compression and splitting tension using the traditional SHPG facilities for LIFG are 472 

estimated to be about 2500 s-1 and 40 s-1, with a specimen dimension in the loading direction of 8 mm 473 

(for compression) or 20 mm (for splitting tension). The above limiting strain rates will decrease if the 474 

specimen dimension is increased, or otherwise increase if the specimen dimension is reduced. Testing 475 

at strain rates above the upper limits may result in invalid results either because of premature failure 476 

or a non-uniform stress distribution at fracture. 477 

 478 
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